FALL 2004 BOOK LIST

Duplicated Materials will be sold in room 146 from 8AM – 4:30 PM August 10 – August 24. Room 146 is across from Lou’s Café.

800012 503X CONTRACTS GARVIN


Duplicated Materials

800028 503Y CONTRACTS O'CONNELL

Farnsworth, Young & Sanger, CONTRACTS, Foundation, latest ed.

Purchase the latest supplement from the bookstore once it is available.

800033 503Z CONTRACTS CLOVIS


800049 504T TORTS SMALL CHAMALLAS

Franklin, Marc & Rabin, Robert, TORT LAW & ALTERNATIVES, Foundation, 8th or latest ed., ISBN 1-58778-059-3 (from 7th ed.).

800054 504X TORTS S.COLE


**800060 504Y TORTS SMALL MEEKS**


**800075 504Z TORTS SWIRE**

TORT LAW AND ALTERNATIVES, Franklin & Rabin, 7th ed..

THE LAW OF TORTS: EXAMPLES AND EXPLANATIONS, Glannon, 2d ed..

**800081 507T CIVIL PROCEDURE FINK**


**800096 507X CIVIL PROCEDURE GREENBAUM**


Duplicated Materials

**800103 507Y CIVIL PROCEDURE SMALL WILSON**


Yeazell, Stephen. C., 2004 FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE WITH SELECTED STATUTES & CASES, Aspen

**800119 507Z CIVIL PROCEDURE SMALL TOKAJI**


800124 LEGAL RESEARCH 511H HINCHCLIFF
800130 LEGAL RESEARCH 511J SAMPSON
800151 LEGAL RESEARCH 511L SAMPSON
800166 LEGAL RESEARCH 511P HALL


800145 LEGAL RESEARCH 511K MCDADE
800171 LEGAL RESEARCH 511Q MCDADE


800187 533T CRIMINAL LAW DAVIES


800192 533X CRIMINAL LAW MICHAELS


800200 533Y CRIMINAL LAW SMALL DRESSLER


800215 533Z CRIMINAL LAW SMALL DRESSLER


800221 590 LEGAL METHODS VERDUN

Professor has not provided book information.

800236 600T APPELLATE ADVOCACY BEAZLEY

Beazley, Mary Beth, A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO APPELLATE ADVOCACY, Aspen, 202, 1st ed..
Students will be expected to have and use the latest ed. of "The Bluebook" (aka "A Uniform System of Citation").

**800241 600X APPELLATE ADVOCACY BEAZLEY**

Beazley, Mary Beth, A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO APPELLATE ADVOCACY, Aspen, 202, 1st ed..

Students will be expected to have and use the latest ed. of "The Bluebook" (aka "A Uniform System of Citation").

**800257 600Y APPELLATE ADVOCACY BEAZLEY**

Beazley, Mary Beth, A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO APPELLATE ADVOCACY, Aspen, 202, 1st ed..

Students will be expected to have and use the latest ed. of "The Bluebook" (aka "A Uniform System of Citation").

**800262 600Z APPELLATE ADVOCACY BEAZLEY**

Beazley, Mary Beth, A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO APPELLATE ADVOCACY, Aspen, 202, 1st ed..

Students will be expected to have and use the latest ed. of "The Bluebook" (aka "A Uniform System of Citation").

**800278 603X EVIDENCE SIMMONS**


Green, Nesson, Murray, FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE

**800283 606X FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION SAMANSKY**


West edited version of the Internal Revenue Code and Regulations, latest ed.

**800299 607.01X BUSINESS ASSOCIATION OESTERLE**


**800306 607.01Y BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS JENKINS**


800311 609X SALES GARVIN


Duplicated Materials

800327 610 SECURED TRANSACTIONS FERRIELL

Douglas Whaley, SECURED TRANSACTIONS, Aspen, latest ed.

West, Selected Commercial Statutes (2004)

800332 611 DEBTOR-CREDITOR JOHNSON, C.


800348 614 LABOR LAW BRUDNEY

Cox, Bok, Gorman & Finkin, LABOR LAW, Foundation, latest ed. (likely the 13th)
Students should also purchase the latest case and statutory supplement.

800353 619 INTERNATIONAL LAW QUIGLEY


800369 621 REAL ESTATE FINANCE BRAUNSTEIN

Nelson & Whitman, REAL ESTATE TRANSACTION DEVELOPMENT & FINANCE, West, latest ed..

800374 634 CHILDREN AND THE LAW LLOYD

CHILDREN AND THE LAW, Abrams and Ramsey, West American Casebook, Latest ed.
Duplicated Materials

800380 635 FAMILY LAW SPINDELMAN

FAMILY LAW, Judith Areen, Foundation, Latest ed.

Latest Supplement Available

800395 641 CRIM PRO ADJUDICATION MICHAELS

Professor Michaels will be using the second edition of the Miller & Wright text and has made arrangements for it to be sold through Loraine Brannon’s office.
WILLS, TRUSTS, & ESTATES JOHNSON, B.

FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS SAMUEL

Professor has not provided book information.

CIVIL PROCEDURE II WILSON

Yeazell, 2004 FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE, Aspen

FALL BREAK COURSE -- INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS LITIGATION CHOW

Duplicated Materials

CIV PRO II FAIRMAN


INTERPROFESSIONAL ETHICAL ISSUES LAUGHLIN

Professor has not provided book information.

NEGOTIATIONS STULBERG


TRIAL PRACTICE RAY


TRIAL PRACTICE WINTERS


TRIAL PRACTICE ZAND

Mauet, TRIAL TECHNIQUES, Aspen, 5th ed.

Mauet & Wolfson, MATERIALS IN TRIAL ADVOCACY: PROBLEMS & CASES, Aspen.
800471 705 COMPLEX LITIGATION BODOH
Marcus & Sherman, COMPLEX LITIGATION, 4th ed. (to be released summer '04)

800486 706 CONFLICTS OF LAW CAUST-ELLENBOGEN

800535 728 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS CHOW
Duplicated Materials
Documents Supplement

800541 729 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW SHANE

800556 732 ENVIRONMENTAL LAW MURPHY
Findley & Farber, CASES & MATERIALS ON ENVIRONMENTAL LAW, West, latest ed..
SELECTED ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS STATUTES, West, latest ed..
No books.

800605 736.01 LEGAL PROFESSIONS KETTLEWELL
Duplicated Materials

800611 737X PATENT LAW PRIOR
SELECTED STATUTES IN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, West, 2004.

800626 738.20L LEGISLATION PRACTICUM HUEFNER/ENNS
Duplicated Materials

800631 738.20P CRIMINAL PROSECUTION PRACTICUM SIMMONS/KRIVOSHEY

800668 738.20X MEDIATION PRACTICUM S. COLE/HINCHCLIFF

800647 738.20Z CIVIL LAW PRACTICUM GOLDBERGER/COOKE


800673 744 EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION CHAMALLAS


Supplement: latest ed.

800689 747 CIVIL RIGHTS POWELL

Bender & Braveman, POWER, PRIVILEGE AND LAW, West, 1994

Black, Charles, A NEW BIRTH OF FREEDOM, Putnam, 1997


800694 752 ELECTION LAW FOLEY


No supplement, but students should not that the book is currently being proofed and may not be published in time for students to purchase it by August 15. Chapters may be available on-line if the book is not ready.

800722 793J JUDICIAL EXTERNS KAPUR

No books.

800738 793L CAPITAL LAW COURSES N/A

Contact Capital Law School for book information.

800743 794H DEFAMATION HALPERN


800759 794J ADMIRALTY CAUST-ELLENBOGEN


800764 794K CRIM PUNISHMENT AND SENTENCING BERMAN


800770 794L IMMIGRATION LAW BLOOMFIELD


**800785 794Q INTERNATIONAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION O'CONNELL**

Duplicated Materials

**800791 794R APPELLATE ADVOCACY III SUTTON**

No book required.

**800808 794T TRADEMARK HALPERN**


Latest 2004 supplement should accompany book.

**800813 794U LAWYERING IN DISPUTE RESOLUTION DEASON**


Duplicated Materials

**800829 794X TAXATION OF BUSINESS ENTERPRISES TOBIN**


Selected Statutes and Regulations, 2003 version or later. The West annotated code from Basic Tax is fine. If students do not have a code book, Foundation Press publishes selected statutes for corporate tax.

**800834 794Z FALL BREAK COURSE--WORKER'S COMPENSATION SENTZ**

Instructor provides books.

**800840 796.03 SEMINAR-SUPREME COURT LITIGATION SUTTON/CORDRAY**

Duplicated Materials

**800988 796.20C SEMINAR - COMPARATIVE EMPLOYMENT HEBERT**

Duplicated Materials

**800855 796.20H SEMINAR- LAW, HISTORY & PHILOSOPHY FINK**
Students not having a solid background in Environmental Law may want to purchase the most recent ed. of Environmental Law in a Nutshell, Findley-Farber, West Publications.

800876 796.20L SEMINAR-ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE LAW
LAUGHLIN

Professor has not provided book information.

800881 796.20U SEMINAR-CRIMINAL SENTENCING -- BLAKELY BERMAN


Assignments will be handed out in class.

800904 796.20R SEMINAR-PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
GREENBAUM


800910 796.20T SEMINAR- ETHICS AND ADR FAIRMAN


800925 796.20X SEMINAR- BIOETHICS SPINDELMAN

Duplicated Materials

800972 796.20Y SEMINAR - SEXUAL HARASSMENT HEBERT

Duplicated Materials

800931 796.20Z SEMINAR- LAW OF CYBERSPACE SWIRE

FREE CULTURE, Lawrence Lessig, Penguin, 2004 (As part of the "open source" nature of the book, "Free Culture" is available for free or small fees in numerous formats besides the traditional published version from Penguin. Students may get the book in any format they find useful.)